
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The existence of a dilaton - a neutral, scalar eld with exponential coupling
to matter is one of the universal predictions following from various types of
string theories and from Kaluza-Klein theories (see e.g. [1]). The dilaton
eld has an inuence on the cosmological evolution of the Universe [2] and
it might modify particle-like solutions of corresponding theories.
In the present report we are interested in the second aspect of the problem,
namely we will study static spherically symmetric solutions of the Einstein-
Yang-Mills-dilaton (EYMD) theory. We will consider the EYMD theory


























where G is Newton's constant, g is the gauge coupling constant and  denotes
the dilatonic coupling constant. The scaling properties of the action Eq.(1)
allow us to put G = g = 1 without restrictions in what follows. The only
remaining free parameter in the action is the dimensionless ratio  = =g
p
G.
Note that in the limit  ! 0 the model described by Eq. (1) reduces
to the Einstein-Yang-Mills theory [3, 4]. In the limit  ! 1 one gets the
Yang-Mills-dilaton theory [5] in at space.
To study static, spherically symmetric solutions of EYMD theory a con-


























is the line element of the unit sphere.














(W (r)  1) : (3)













































































































The eld equations Eq. (5) have singular points at r = 0 and r = 1 as
well as at points where (r) vanishes.
Inserting a power series expansion into Eq. (5) one nds a 2 parameter
family of regular solutions in the vicinity of r = 0



































where b and '
0
are arbitrary parameters.
Similarly at r =1 one nds









































In the vicinity of the singular point r
h
where (r) vanishes one nds a
2 parameter family of solutions which stay regular at this point. Under an




Globally regular asymptotically at (respectively back hole) solutions
have to interpolate between the described asymptotic behavior at r = 0
(respectively r = r
h
) and r =1.
The analysis [6, 7] for 0 <  < 1 yields what could be expected from
the extreme cases  = 0 and  = 1. It was found [6] that for any value
2
of the dilaton coupling constant  the EYMD system has: a discrete family
of globally regular (sphaleron type) solutions of nite mass and a discrete
family of (non-Abelian) black hole solutions. The solutions in each family
are labeled by the number n of zeros of the gauge eld potential W (r).
The solutions are found to be unstable [6].
It is interesting that the black holes have a non-vanishing Yang-Mills
eld outside the horizon. One can interpret the solutions with the horizon
as \black holes inside sphalerons".
The mass of the solutions in the case of the Einstein-Yang-Mills theory




G. In the EYMD
theory the mass of the solutions decreases with increasing dilatonic coupling








Globally regular solutions with odd n are kinds of sphalerons. One nds
fermion zero modes in the background of these solutions [8, 9, 10]. One can
assign a topological number to these solutions. It is half integer.
There are some interesting regularities in the EYMD theory. It turns out





as a consequence of this relation the dilaton charge (parameter d in Eq.(7))
is equal to the mass of the solution: d = M .
A very special situation occurs for the value of the dilaton coupling con-
stant  = 1, which corresponds to the model obtained from heterotic string
theory. It was found [6] that for the n = 1 solution the parameter b is a ratio-
nal number, b =
1
6
. Another regularity found numerically is that an asymtotic
coecient c in Eq.(7) is related to the mass of the solution, c = 2M . We
think these are arguments indicating that the lowest lying (n = 1) regular
solution may be obtained in closed form. similarly to the \stringy instanton"
and the \stringy monopole"[11].
Due to the high mass of the solutions the only situation where they could
play a role is in the Early Universe, but at the moment there seems to be no
natural physical scenario where we could make use of these solutions.
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